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Obama promises
to fight piracy
LARA JAKES

Associated Press

—

WASHINGTON (AP)
The
United States is considering
new military and diplomatic
strategies in the aftermath of
the high-seas hostage drama,
including adding Navy gunships along the Somali coastline and launching a campaign
to disable pirate "mother
ships."

PHOTOS BY KENNETH HAWKINS • REGISTER

BOOSTER SHOTS The newly elected Student Government Association for 2009-2010. From left: Austin James (Mr. A&T), Whitney Dickens (SGA Secretary), Ngozi Opara (Miss A&T). Syene Jasmin (President),
Mason Jones (Treasurer), Valerie Dudley (Internal Affaris), Travis Jackson (External Affaris), Daniel Davis (Attorney General).

The new Aggie boost
kinq every
DEXTER R.MULLINS
Online Editor

The Jasmin administration
is coming in with goals already
in mind, and they aren't small
in nature. Student Government
Association President Elect
Syene Jasmin says he wants
every student to feel apart of
SGA. Jasmin calls his strategy
the new "Aggie boost," and he
plans to use it to 'boost' A&T
into prominence.
"I want to bring A&T back
to what it used to be, like my
freshman year," Jasmin said.
"Having that atmosphere and
pride on campus-the old aggie
spirit. Everyone should feel like
family."
Jasmin said he plans to use
governance to do that, and he
looks forward to the challenges
that lie ahead of him and his
administration.
He wants to utilize SGA as
the vehicle for extending A&T
into the student and Greensboro
community
"A good way to do what we

have planned is engaging more
students in the political process
and etcetera, as well as making
sure they know what's going on
will help us outreach.
The executive board itself has
big plans, including increasing
the presence of security offcampus, making SGA more
transparent, and implementing
different forums and programs

ONLINE
PICTURES FROM
AGGIE FEST
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the
Couture to host
Hair Show
Couture teams with Alpha Phi
Omega planning their first runway
show since being back on the yard.

studer it feel a part

The rescue of an American
hostage and the killing ofthree
Somali pirates by Navy SEAL
snipers also increases pressure
on U.S. and international leaders to use authority the United
Nations granted in December
to hunt pirates on land, where
theyplan and nurture attacks.
One day after his direct
order allowing military force
ended in success, President
Barack Obama committed the
United States to "halt the rise
of piracy" without saying exactly how his administration
and allies would do so. While
stopping short of a pledge to
eradicate piracy, the new U.S.
president added the lawlessness off the coast of Africa
to a lengthy must-fix list that

already includes two
wars and a
struggling
economy.
"We have
to continue
to be prepared to conObama
front them
when they
arise, and we have to ensure
that those who commit acts of
piracy are heldaccountable for
their crimes," Obama said.
U.S. officials privately outlined several options Monday,
even as the Pentagon cautioned that the solution to the
piracy scourge won't come at
the point of a gun.
The high-stakes discussions
come on the heels of a piracy
drama that ended Sunday with
the freeing ofan American cargo ship captain. Somali pirates
say they will retaliate for the
killing of three of the pirates
holding captain Richard Phillips, and one pirate told The
Associated Press that Americans are now enemy No. 1.
Military officials said the

� See PIRACY on Page 2

of SGA

to extend student government to

academic year, is a 20-yearold sophomore from Charlotte,
Hopefully
the
Jasmin N.C. Majoring in journalism
Administration will be able to and mass communications
do that, and it would seem that with a concentration in public
the students are behind them so relations, Jackson says his main
far.
priority is outreach.
After one of the most
"I plan to attract the students
controversial SGA elections to SGA by including them in
A&T has ever seen, Jasmin community events and showing
came out on top. Surviving them what a VPEA is supposed
elections, disqualification, and a to do. I will reach out to other
run-off, Jasmin says he is ready universities and businesses, and
for the challenge
have other students work with
"I'm excited, and I'm ready me as well.
to get started," he said
The elected treasurer Mason
The 2009-2010 executive Jones, is a computer science
board does share one thing in major from Rochester, N.Y. His
common with its predecessors, main concern should come as
diversity. Bringing together a no surprise
unique pool oftalent, the board
"I am trying to make the
is composed of not seven, but budget transparent for the
eight members this year, with students of A&T. They need
the addition of Mr. A&T
to know where their money is
Valerie Dudley, the elected going."
Vice President of Internal
Junior Whitney Dickens will
Affairs, is a sophomore Biology fill the spot of SGA Secretary.
major, from Raleigh, N.C. She is a journalism and
Dudley also previously served as mass communications major
Vice President of the freshmen with a concentration in print
class alongside Jackson in the journalism, from Decatur G.A.
2007-2008 academic year. "I
"I want to keep the
am concerned with delivering communication open between
results and being proactive. students and e-board. That
That applies to the senate, to the means keeping the website
campus and to every aspect of updated and developing a
campus life.
newsletter for the students
Along her side, is Travis monthly," said Dickens.
Jackson, who was elected by the
Serving as Attorney General
students as SGA Vice President will be Daniel Davis, a 22-yearofExternalAffairs. Jackson, who old junior from Hartford, C.T.,
previously served as freshmen with double majors in political
class president in the 2007-2008
� See ELECTED SGA on Page 2
every individual
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Pirates? Really?
Jack Sparrow?
Piracy is not just in Hollywood
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PHOTO BY MARCIN SZCZEPANSKI. MCT CAMPUS

INVESTIGATION: Dearborn Deputy Police Chief standoutside where two students were killed in
an apparent murder-suicide at Henry Ford Community College'sFine ArtsCenter.

2 students dead in murder-suicide
at Michigan community college
LORI HIGGINS
DetroitFree Press

DEARBORN, Mich. A 20-yearold woman and a 28-yearold man were killed during a
murder-suicide at Henry Ford
Community College Friday,
police have confirmed.
The two were in a theater
class together today, but police
were unable to substantiate
any relationship between the
two, Dearborn's deputy police
chief, Gregg Brighton, said.
Dearborn police identified
the two as 20-year-old Asia
McGowan of Ecorse, Mich.,
and 28-year-old Anthony
Powell ofDetroit.
Earlier Friday, police responding to a 12:40 p.m. report of a campus assault were
inside the fine arts building

theSCENE

Aggie Baseball
goes 1-2 in series

Vin Diesel on 'The
Fast and Furious'

The baseball team's record
now stands at 8-24 after beat-

The actor answers questions in an
exculsive interview regarding the
fourth movie in the series.

ing Maryland

Eastern Shore.
PAGE 7

when a shotgun blast was
heard. Police then entered
Room F-lll and found the
bodies.
Police believe the man shot
the woman and then shot himself. Eight detectives, including four investigators from the
Michigan State Police, were
on the scene but police could
release few details.
The 17,000-student college
had light attendance Friday
a religious holiday and it appeared that no class was using
Room F-l 11 at the time ofthe
shooting, officials said.
Marjorie Swan, vice president and controller for the
college, said she was unsure
whether Saturday classes
would be held. Counseling

_

_

� See MURDER-SUICIDE on Page 2
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Because I walk every day living
Aggie Pride, I think I am the
right man for the job."
Perhaps the person with the
biggest shoes to fill will be the
elected Miss A&T 2009-2010
Ngozi Opara. Opara is a junior
finance major from Washington,

science and history.
"My priority is simple, yet
complex. Safety. Bridging the
gap between university police,
city police and the students."
The
newly
appointed D.C.
She will follow the current
position in SGA, Mr. A&T,
will be Austin James. James Miss A&T Tanisha Fordham,
ESDAY
is a 20-year-old junior from who also brought back to A&T
Hartsville, S.C. with a major in the crown of Miss National
Black College Alumni Hall of
elementary education.
Mr. A&T comes to Aggies Fame.
Opara has faith in her plans
afterpersuading boardmembers.
being
of
Miss A&T 2009-2010. Beyond the Bachelor's Degree
was
The process
initially started,
"I think I am definitely going Williams Cafeteria Lobby
but after following proper
protocol ittook two years for the to be the unique Ms. A&T in 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
the since that I plan on doing
position to be voted into SGA.
"People not understanding a lot ofthings that people have SC Aggies Meeting
the position, not seeing a need never heard of, and it will be General Classroom Building
Room A205
for the position, backlash from different," said Opara.
The elected SGA executive 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
supporters ofmy opponent, and
living up to the expectations board members for the 2009of the people that created the 2010 academic year have SUAB End of the Year Banquet
promise to fulfill their platforms Memorial Student Union
position," said James.
and
keep the students always Stallings Ballroom
"I have a passion for
empowering A&T students. It involved, but Aggies will have 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
feels great to be the first Mr. to waituntil thefall to see if they
A&T but I have big shoes to fill. elected the right candidates.

15

PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS/ A&T REGISTER

FRESH FACES: SGA President-electSyene Jasmin, Mr. A&TAustin Jamesand Miss A&T Ngozi Opara get a head start on working to improve the
"Aggie Student."

Vermont
debates
'sexting'

MURDER-SUICIDE From page 1

LORIHIGGINS
Detroit Free Press

—

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP)
Parents, school districts and
law enforcement have been
grappling with what to do with
teenagers who take sexually
explicit photos of themselves
with their cell phone cameras
and send them to friends.
Vermont legislators are
moving to get rid of one
option: child pornography
counts that result in lifetime
listings on the state's Internet
sex offender registry.
Legislation passed by
the Vermont Senate and
pending in the House would
remove the most serious legal
consequences for teenagers
who engage in "sexting."
The bill would carve out an
exemption from prosecution
for child pornography for
13- to 18-year-olds on either
the sending or receiving end
of sexting messages, so long
as the sender voluntarily
transmits an image of himself
or herself.
The bill, however, would
not legalize the conduct.
Legislators believe prosecutors
could still use laws against
lewd and lascivious conduct
and against disseminating
indecent materials to a minor.
State legislatures, including
Vermont's, have been cracking
down on sexual predators in
recent years, but lawmakers
here say they don't want
increasingly tough penalties
applied to those caught up
in what many regard as a
youthful fad.
"We felt that it's poor
behavior and it's not something
we want to give our OK to,"
said Sen. Richard Sears,
D-Bennington and chairman
of the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
Sexting appears to be
widespread among teens. A
December survey of 1,400
young people for the National
Campaign to Prevent Teen and
Unplanned Pregnancy found
that one-fifth of girls had sent
nude or seminude pictures
of themselves electronically
and that a third of boys had
received such pictures, said
Marisa Nightingale, senior
adviser with the group.
Prosecutors around the
country have tried various
approaches against teenagers
who used cell phones, e-mail
or social networking Web sites
to transmit naughty pictures of
themselves.
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students

During the mayhem, nerves
were frayed, but no panic enservices will be offered to staff sued, staffand students said.
and students, she said.
Outside Henry Ford's Sci"Our hearts go out to the ence Building just after 2 p.m.,
family and friends of the Henry Ford student Joumana
young woman who lost her Naeym, 19, of Dearborn, said
life," Swan said.
she still was trying to underResponding officers escortstand what happened.
ed some students from buildAn education major, she had
ing whilethe college activated been in a teacher's office in the
its emergency notification sysbasement of the building when
tem to alert students and staff the teacher instructed Naeym
by cell phone and e-mails that not to leave.
the campus was being locked
She remained for about two
down.
hours, she said, but didn't hear
The lockdown lasted about any gunshots or what she astwo hours during which time sumed was the chaos outside.
throngs of cars lined Ever"I'm just nervous about it
green Road waiting to pick up

There are too many commer-

PIRACY From page 1
precision of Sunday's rescue
may be a testament to the skill
ofU.S. forces, but it should not
become a rationale for a major
expansion of the Pentagon's
role in what is fundamentally
a criminal problem.
One official, reflecting the
administration's view, said
bluntly that piracy is a crime,
not an act of war or even terronsm

The official spoke on condition of anonymity because
no decisions have been made,
including about whether to expand or change the military's
current role in fighting piracy.
Defense officials, speaking under the same terms, said
planners will examine whether
Navy ships could or should
escort or otherwise expand
the protection they provide to
private U.S. commercial ships
along the Somali coast.
The U.S. has already committed several ships to an international patrol force.

cial ships and too few military
ones to provide full escorts, and
additional U.S. or international
warships would probably be a
temporary response.
As Somali pirates have become bolder and more sophisticated they have begun to capture more and larger vessels for
use as "mother ships" or mobile
command and supply centers.
Navy officials theorize that
was the goal ofthe attack on the
Maersk Alabama, which would
have been the largest prize yet
for the pirates.
Any new strategies at sea will
have to take the mother ships
into account, officials said, perhaps with new authority to hunt
for them.
U.S. officials are looking for
things they can do unilaterally
and in concert with other nations to buttress a loose strategy
of seaborne patrols.
The top Navy official in the
region acknowledged Sunday
that the current strategy isn't
working.

Military officials and dip-

all," she said
Matthew Head, 19, of Detroit was in a building across
campus when a security guard
told students to gather into the
lunch room.
"It came to me as a big sur-

prise," Head said. They were
nervous upon hearing different
stories about where the shooting
was occurring.

In the technology building,
Hassan Mourtada, 19, of Dearborn Heights, Mich., said he
found out about the incident
when a rushed in and said there
was a shooting in the building
next door.

their cars and guns out."
"It's horrible. Why would it
happen on a campus like this?"
he said.
Diane Green, Henry Ford's
associate dean of counseling,
said the campus sent out a message by its early alert system
specifically by a call to her cell
phone asking people to stay in
offices and classrooms.
"It's very calm. They're obviously taking control of the
situation," Green said as police
entered the campus.
In fact, staff in her office, she
said, continued to meet with students who had appointments.

_

_

Mourtada ran to a window
where he saw "the cops and

lomats said any real solution
would involve several nations
and must focus as much on the
collapsed economy and government structure in Somalia as on
the explosion of increasingly
sophisticated piracy hear the
Horn ofAfrica.

Adm. Mike Mullen, chair-

man ofthe Joint Chiefs of Staff,
ordered a wide review of military options on Monday, said his

spokesman, Navy Capt. John
Kirby.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates said piracy will be a top
priority for the administration
in the weeks ahead, even as he
called the dramatic rescue a
"textbook" success story.
"I think we're going to end
up spending a fair amount of
time on this in the administration, seeing if there is a way to
try and mitigate this problem
of piracy," Gates told about 30
students and faculty members at
the Marine Corps War College
in Quantico, Va., according to a
U.S. military news service.
He added: "All I can tell
you is I am confident we will
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McNair Awards Banquet
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom

12 p.m. - 2 p.m.

Sean Murphy Charity Classic
Celebrity Basketball Game
Corbett Sports Center
6 p.m.

IDAY

17
Graduate Student Appreciation
Week
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
9 a.m. 3 p.m.

be spending a lot of time in the
situationroom over the next few
weeks trying to figure out what
in the world to do about this

-

The Pan-Hellenic Step Show
Corbett Sports Center
7 p.m.

problem."

Nonmilitary responses include greater coordination
among nations trying to help
stabilize the weak, ineffectual
Somali government and provide economic options beyond
the ransoming of foreign cargo
crews

A 24-nation response group
on Somali piracy, formed under
U.N. auspices, is to meet to discuss a spike in hostage-taking.
"We're going to be looking at a number of options and
mechanisms," StateDepartment
spokesman Robert Wood said
Monday. "We clearly have an
issue in this region right now —
piracy — and we need to work
cooperatively with a whole host
of countries as best we can to
prevent these things from happening," Wood said.
"This is not something we're
going to be able to solve overnight, but I think we've got

SATURDA

The Breakfast Club
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
9 a.m. -12 p.m.
Spring Fest Comedy Show
Corbett Sports Center
7:30 p.m.

19
NY/NJ Board Meeting
Memorial Student Union
Room 209

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

some steps in place."

Catch the
blotter online
at
ncatregister.

Hair Show
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
7 p.m. 9 p.m.

-

TUESDAY

com
If you ever see
anything

21
Honors Awards and
Recoginition Banquet
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

suspicious
or need
assistance call
Campus Police
(336) 334-

7675
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Aggies won't let rain stop Spring Fest

A&T
LEGACY
CLOTHING AND
FOOD DRIVE
"Help Us Fill The Bus"
Donation Dates:
Now through April 29,2009

the end, Dominique
Goodman came in first, Bryan
Fingers came in second and
there was a tie for third between poets Champ and Dewon
testant. In

STACIE BAILEY
Register Reporter

Cooler temperatures and
the possibility ofrain hasn't
keep Aggies from attending the
events in store for A&T's 2009
Spring Fest.
On Monday, students gath-

ered around Holland Bowl to

watch SGA and SUAB compete in a game of Flag Football

with SGA leaving the field with
a victory.
As the rain picked up,
students made their way to the
New Classroom Building Auditorium to attend the Aggies &
Poets Event at 8 p.m. to watch
A&T students who had auditioned prior to the show battle
it out in a competition.
The first judging was done
by the audience and then by
about five judges who kept
score and time for each con-

Perry.

On Tuesday, the new members ofthe 2009-2010 SGA executive board were inaugurated
in a formal banquet in Stallings
Ballroom to welcome the Jasmin administration into office.
Wednesday's cookout has been
moved to Williams Cafeteria
due to the possibility ofrain
and will start when dinner starts
at 4 p.m. Miss A&T's Prom,
which was schedule to be in

the Memorial Student Union at
8:30 p.m. has been cancelled.
The Sean Murphy Charity
Classic Celebrity Basketball
Game is scheduled for Thursday at 6 p.m. in Corbett Sport
Center. The game will feature

local and national celebrities to

raise money for theAmerican
Heart Association and the Sean
Murphy Scholarship Fund.
Tickets are on sale in Brown
Ticket Office for $5 with an
A&T ID and $8 for the general
public.

Friday, The Pan-Hellenic

Step Show will be held in
Corbett Sports Center at 7 p.m.
Admission is $5 for everyone.

The Spring Fest Comedy Show
featuring comedians, Lavelle
Crawford, DeRay, Dominique
and newcomer, Lavar will also
be in Corbett Sports Center
at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday. A
limited amount ofA&T student
tickets are $10; all tickets thereafter are $15. The Lady Aggies
from A&T and Bennett's Bennett Belles will take to Holland
Bowl in a Powder Puff Game
at 11 a.m. followed by a Flag
Football rematch between SGA
andSUAB.

Donation Locations:
The Memorial Student Union,
The A&T Register (NCB rm 328),
and Pickering & Company Leasing Office

*'Accepting lightly worn clothing and non-perishablefood items*
Prizes
i iri/

NxLevel White Party tickets
Spa package from Spa Creations
And More

(

J\GGIESi
tter"Pizza.
TUDENT SPECIAL
ARGE I-TOPP1NG
$7.99
(336) 954-7575

j

North Carolina A&T State University
Office of Student Financial Aid Office

Presents
FAFSA DAY SERIES

Let Us Help You Complete Your 2009-2010 FAFSA!

General Classroom Building
April 21,

2009

~ Computer Lab ~ Second Floor

Tuesckr

-

3:00 >m 7:00

Bring a Copy of your Student and/or? Parent 2008 Federal Tax Return
Request PIN from the Department of Education (New or Duplicate)
GOV

Complete Your FAFSA

North Carolina A&T State University

D
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U.S. Navy rescues sea captain from Somalian pirates
LARA JAKES

Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) - In a
daring high-seas rescue, U.S.
Navy snipers killed three
Somali pirates and freed the
American sea captain being
held at gunpoint.

The operation was a victory

needs help from other countries

to deal with the threat of piracy
and to hold pirates accountable.
The stunning resolution to
a five-day standoff came in
a daring nighttime assault in
choppy seas Sunday after a
pirate on an enclosed lifeboat
held an AK-47 assault rifle to
the back of Phillips, a 53-yearold freight captain.
Vice Adm. Bill Gortney
said Phillips was tied up and
in "imminent danger" of being
killed when the commander
of the nearby USS Bainbridge
made the split-second decision
to order his men to shoot.
Gortney said Navy snipers took
aim at the pirates' heads and

for the world's most powerful
military but one that is unlikely
to quell the scourge of piracy off
the African coast.
Angry pirates vowed Monday
to retaliate for the deaths oftheir
colleagues, raising fears for
the safety of some 230 foreign
sailors still held hostage in more
than a dozen ships anchored off
shoulders.
lawless Somalia.
Gortney said the lifeboat was
News of the rescue caused
about
25-30 yards (meters) away
crew
Kenya
in
the captain's
to break into wild cheers, and and was being towed by the
brought tears to the eyes of Bainbridge at the time. Pirates
those in Capt. Richard Phillips' had agreed to let the warship
hometown in Vermont, half a tow the powerless lifeboat out
world away from the high-seas of rough water.
A fourth pirate surrendered
drama.
after
boarding the Bainbridge
President Barack Obama
earlier
in the day and could face
"a
model
courage
calledPhillips'
for all Americans" and said he life in a U.S. prison. He had
was pleased about the rescue, been seeking medical attention
but added that the United States for a wound to his hand and was

negotiating with U.S. officials followed a similar operation headlines around the world,
on conditions for Phillips' Friday carried out by French pitting a lone captain held by
navy commandos, who stormed pirates on a tiny, drifting boat
release, military officials said.
be
an
a pirate-held sailboat, the Tanit, surrounded by warships from
from
The wound may
ice pick that a crew member in a shootout at sea that killed the world's most powerful
drove into one pirate's hand two pirates and freed four navy,
the pirates still hold about a
after the pirates boarded the French hostages.
The French owner of the dozen ships with more than 200
U.S.-flagged Maersk Alabama
vessel was also killed in the crew members, according to the
on Wednesday.
the
assault
Malaysia-based piracy watchdog
by
The' fight put up
"Every country will be International Maritime Bureau.
Alabama crew left the pirates
Hostages are from Bulgaria,
with just one hostage on a treated the way it treats us. In
small lifeboat, putting them the future, America will be the China, Germany, Indonesia,
in an exceptionally vulnerable one mourning and crying," Italy, the Philippines, Russia,
Abdullahi Lami, one of the Taiwan, Tuvalu and Ukraine,
position
Prior to this attack, Somali pirates holding a Greek ship among other countries..
Phillips was not hurt in
pirates had become used to no anchored in the Somali town
minutes of gunfire and
told
The
Associated
several
Gaan,
once
boarded
of
they
resistance
a ship and negotiations that Press. "We will retaliate (for) the U.S. Navy's 5th Fleet said
he was resting comfortably on
the killings of our men."
yielded million-dollar ransoms.
Yet Sunday's blow to their
Habeb said U.S. forces have a U.S. warship after receiving a
medical exam.
lucrative activities is unlikely "become our No. 1 enemy."
With news of the rescue,
Up until now, it has been
to do much to quell the growing
pirate threat that has transformed rare for Somali pirates to harm Phillips' 17,000-ton ship, which
docked with the 19 members of
one of the world's busiest captive foreign crews.
Several years ago, a crew his crew Saturday in Mombasa,
shipping lanes into one of its
most dangerous. It also risked member of a Taiwanese fishing Kenya, erupted into wild cheers.
boat hijacked for six months was Some waved an American flag
provoking retaliatory attacks.
"This could escalate violence killed by pirates, but it appeared and one fired a bright red flare
skyward in celebration.
in this part of the world, no to be an isolated incident.
surrounding
drama
Phillips was then taken
Gortney,
it,"
said
The
question about
the commander of U.S. Naval Phillips and his ship — the hostage in an enclosed lifeboat
Forces Central Command.
first American taken hostage in that was soon shadowed by three
The
American
rescue the Gulf of Aden — has made U.S. warships and a helicopter

•

At least two die as storm moves across South
DORIE TURNER

Associated Press

ATLANTA (AP)

-

A swath of

severe weather moved across a
storm-weary South on Monday,

killing at least two, downing
trees and cutting power to
thousands ofhomes.

The storm system that hit
Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia,

Kentucky and northern Florida
brought torrential rain, flooding,

hail and gusty winds to states
still reeling from strong storms
and tornadoes last week.
And the states braced for
more rough weather expected
later Monday. Tornado watches
or warnings were in effect in
several states.

IneasternTennessee,McMinn
County Sheriff Steve Frisbie
said 18-year-old Michael Aaron
Byers Jr. was killed in Etowah
early Monday morning when a
tree fell on his family's home as
he slept. A second person was
killed in Atlanta after a tree fell
on their car. Their name was not

immediately released
Many areas that were spared

from Monday's rain and hail
were hit with high winds that
blew over trees weakened by
several days of soaking rain.
"The ground is so wet that
the root system is loose, so it
doesn't take a lot to blow the
trees over," said Nate Mayes, a
meteorologist with the National
Weather Service in Peachtree
City, Ga.

High winds on the Tennessee
River in northern Alabama
blew the roof off covered boat
slips at the Guntersville Yacht
Club, causing floating docks to
pull apart and blow onto U.S.
431, said Anita McBurnett,
emergency management director
for Marshall County.
No one was injured, but four
people who live on big sailboats
and yachts stored at the marina
had to be rescued after their
vessels blew into the river during
the storm, McBurnett said.
"It'sright on the heels of the
tornado on Friday, so we've

really got our hands full," she
said.
Some schools were closed
in Alabama on Monday after
crews were unable to get power
back on for the buildings.
emergency
Florida
crews trying to work on
flood recovery and damage

assessment Monday in the
northern part of the state were

halted by the severe weather as
high winds, hail and lightning
threatened workers. Officials
were worried about further
flooding to areas damaged
by a series of storms three
weeks ago that

caused

river

swelling throughout Florida's
Panhandle.

U.S. Highway 90 remained
closed for a sixth day at the
Suwannee River about 65 miles
east ofTallahassee. The flooding
claimed two lives in late March
in the Panhandle's Okaloosa
County, and a third person — an
elderly man — was still missing
after he was swept away by
flood waters.

Fiji threatens journalists with expulsion
PITA LIGAIULA
Associated Press
SUVA, Fiji (AP) — Fiji's military
government threatened foreign
journalists with expulsion
Monday as local media protested
new censorship by canceling
evening news broadcasts and
leaving large parts ofnewspapers

blank.

of
The
government
CommodoreFrankBainimarama
asked an Australian reporter
and a New Zealand television
reporter and cameraman to
leave Monday, in a sign that
international coverage of the
latest military power grab is
being closely scrutinized.
Australian
Broadcasting
Sean
Corp. correspondent
Dorney said he was initially told
he would be deported.
"They called me to the
immigration department this
morning and informed me
they were unhappy with my
reporting, which was being
broadcast on the local Fiji One
network," Dorney said.
He said he was allowed to
return to his hotel to pack and
was then asked if he would
leave voluntarily.
"I said no. I'm here to report
and my visa is still valid, and
now I'm awaiting further

information," he said.
It is not known when he
would leave the country.
Also ordered out were New
Zealand's TV3 reporter, Sia
Aston, and cameraman, Matt
Smith, who are in Fiji to report
on the political situation. Aston
had video tapes and her personal
cell phone confiscated by Fiji
officials.

Fiji's latest political upheaval
began Friday, when President
Ratu Josefa Iloilo abolished
the constitution, fired all the

judges and declared a state
of emergency in response to
a senior court's ruling that
Bainimarama's regime was
unlawful. He set a timetable
of five years for elections. He
denied he was acting at the
behest ofBainimarama.
The next day, Bainimarama
was sworn in as prime minister
and quickly tightened his grip
on the country, posting censors
in newsrooms and roadblocks
on the capital's streets.
"Emergency regulations are
in force," Bainimarama said in
a national address late Saturday.
"However, these regulations are
only a precautionary measure."
Military-backed "information
officers" stood watch in
newspaper, news radio and
television offices to prevent the
publication or broadcast of any
reports that, Bainimarama said,
"could cause disorder." Police
were granted extra detention
powers.
The Fiji Times, the country's
main daily, published its Sunday
andMonday editionswithseveral
blank spaces where stories about
the crisis would have appeared.
"The stories on this page could
not be published because of
Government restrictions," read
the only words that appeared on
Sunday's page two.
Fiji's main television station,
Fiji One, refused to broadcast
its nightly news bulletin on
Sunday, instead showing a
simple message written across
a black screen: "Viewers please
be advised that there will be no
6 p.m. news tonight."
The network later informed
viewers that it could not present
some prepared storiesbecause of
the new censorship regulations.
The nation's Ministry of
Information said in a statement
that there would be "a slight

disruption" to the country's
courts Tuesday because Iloilo
was still in the process of
appointing new judges and
magistrates. The appointments
were expected "soon."
Court staff were instructed

for duty, and people
scheduled to appear in court
Tuesday were told to do so.
The Fiji Law Society,
meanwhile, asked all fired
members ofthe judiciary to turn
up for work.
Peter Williams, a leading
New Zealand lawyer who has
tried cases in Fiji's courts, said
any imposed judicial system
would be "a sham."
"The independence of the
judiciary is the most important
quality of all. How can any
person become a judge if that
person is to agree to be a slave
to a pirate government?" he told
to report

TVOne News.

Pacific Islands Forum head
Neroni Slade said restrictions on
media and freedom ofspeech, as
well as the disregard for judicial
independence, "were especially
worrying."
Bainimarama seized power
in a 2006 coup — the country's
fourth in 20 years — but has
insisted his rule is legitimate.
He has said he would eventually
call elections to restore
democracy, after he rewrites the
constitution and electoral laws
to remove what he says is racial
discrimination against a large
ethnic-Indian minority.
Australia, the United States,
the United Nations and others
accuse Bainimarama ofdragging
his feet on the restoration of
democracy.

Many nations have imposed
sanctions, and the country's
tourism- and sugar exporthas
dependent
economy
plummeted since the coup.

in a standoff that grew by the
day.
Somalia's government, which
barely controls any territory in

the country, welcomed news of
the rescue

Abdulkhadir Walayo, the
prime minister's spokesman,
told the AP it is "a good lesson

for the pirates or any one else
involved in this dirty business,"
the
government
although
had wanted the drama to end
peacefully.
residents
of
Worried
Harardhere, another port and
pirate stronghold, gathered in
the streets to discuss possible

repercussions.

U.S. officials said surviving
fourth pirate had surrendered
and was in military custody.
FBI spokesman John Miller
said that would change as the
situation became "more of a
criminal issue than a military
issue."
When

the United States
captured pirates previously, in
2006, Kenya agreed to try them.
The 10 pirates were convicted
and are serving prison sentences
of seven years each.

Iran welcomes nuclear talks with U.S.
NASSER KARIMI
Associated Press

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Iran
welcomes nuclear talks with
the United States and other
countries, Tehran's top nuclear
negotiator said Monday.

The negotiator, Saeed
Jalili, made the comments
during a telephone call with
the European Union's foreign
policy chief, state television
reported.
week,
President
Last

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said
Iran was open to talks — but only
if they were based on respect for
Iran's rights, suggesting the West
should not try to force Tehran to
stop uranium enrichment.
The talks aim to break a long
deadlock over Iran's nuclear
program, which the U.S. and
its allies fear aims to build
atomic weapons. Iran denies the

charge
"Of course, we welcome the
fact that they're interested in
having a dialogue," said State

Department spokesman, Robert
Wood.

Ahmadinejad announced on
Saturday that Iran now controls
the entire cycle for producing
nuclearfuel.
The step was significant

toward furthering Iran's nuclear
energy capabilities and could
be designed to strengthen Iran's
position at a time when the
Obama administration has said
it would negotiate with the Iran
over it nuclear program.
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President Obama to allow
travel, money transfers to Cuba
After 50 years of communist rule, the United States plans to loosen the laws
thathave limitedrelations with Cuba since Fidel Castro tookcontrol in 1959.
JENNIFERLOVEN
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP)

—

Presi-

dent Barack Obama is allowing Americans to make unlimited trips and money transfers to
family in Cuba and easing other
restrictions Monday to usher in
a new era of openness toward
the island nation ruled by communists for 50 years.
The formal announcement
was being made at the White
House Monday afternoon, during presidential spokesman
Robert Gibbs' daily briefing
with reporters, a senior administration official told The Associated Press. The official spoke on
condition of anonymity before
the announcement.

With the changes, Obama
aims to les.sen Cubans' dependence on the Castro regime,
hoping that will lead them to
demand progress on political freedoms, the official said.
About 1.5 million Americans
have relatives on the island nation that turned to communist
rule in 1959 when Fidel Castro
seized control.
Obama had promised to take
these steps as a presidential candidate. It has been known for
over a week that he would an-

nounce them ahead ofhis attendance this weekend at a Summit
ofthe Americas in Trinidad and
Tobago.

"There are no better ambassadors for freedom than Cuban

Americans," Obama said in a
campaign speech last May in
Miami, the heart ofthe U.S. Cuban-American community. "It's
time to let Cuban Americans see
their mothers and fathers, their
sisters and brothers. It's time
to let Cuban American money
make their families less dependent upon the Castro regime."
Other steps taken Monday
include expanding the things
allowed in gift parcels being
sent to Cuba, such as clothes,
personal hygiene items, seeds,
fishing gear and other personal
necessities.
The administration also will

begin issuing licenses to allow
telecommunications and other
companies to provide cell and
television services to people on
the island, and to allow family
members to pay for relatives on
Cuba to get those services, the
official said.
Last May, former President
George W. Bush announced a
new policy that people living in
the United States could include

cell phones in gift parcels sent
to Cubans. At the time, Bush
aides said that U.S. residents
could pay for the cell service attached to phones they send.
However, though American
cell phones with service contracts from the U.S. work on
some parts ofthe island, service
is not always reliable and depends on the phones' specifications

Sending money to senior

government officials and Communist Party members remains
prohibited under Obama's new
policy. Restrictions imposed by
the Bush administration had limited Cuban travel by Americans
to just two weeks every three
years. Visits also were confined
to immediate family members.
Francisco Hernandez, head
of the exile group the Cuban
American National Foundation,
was once a staunch supporter of
travel restrictions but supported
Obama's announcement, saying he hopes it will inspire both
sides to reconsider long-held
positions.
It will help Cubans become
more independent of the state
"not only in economic terms
but in terms of information, and
contacts with the outside world,"
said Hernandez, who was imprisoned by the Cuban government for nearly two years after
participating in the 1961 failed
Bay ofPigs invasion.
Miami travel agent Tesie Aral
said her phone has been ringing
nonstop in anticipation of the
announcement, with a tenfold
increase last Friday alone.
"People were already planning to travel more based on
their ability to go every 12
months," said Aral, owner of
ABC Charters. "Whether they
can travel more frequently than
that depends on the economy."
Also in that Miami speech
nearly a year ago, Obama promised to depart from what he said

had been the path of previous
politicians on Cuba policy —
"they come down to Miami,
they talk tough, they go back
to Washington, and nothing
changes in Cuba."
"Never, in my lifetime, have
the people ofCuba known freedom. Never, in the lives of two
generations of Cubans, have the
people of Cuba known democracy," he said then. "This is the
terrible and tragic status quo
that we have known for half a
century — of elections that are
anything but free or fair; of dissidents locked away in darkprison cells for the crime of speaking the truth. I won't stand for
this injustice, you won't stand
for this injustice, and together
we will stand up for freedom in

,

Shipper says piracy needs
multinational solution
JENNIFERLOVEN
and we have to address it,"
AP White House Correspondent Johnsen told The Associated

MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — A
multinational coalition must
stand up against Somali pirates like the ones who raided
an American cargo ship this
week, the president of the
company that manages the
ship said Monday.
One country cannot stand
alone against pirates like the
ones who tried to hijack the
M/V Maersk Alabama and
held its American captain
hostage, said Erik L. Johnsen,
president ofMobile-based International ShipholdingCorp.,
which manages the Alabama
for owner Maersk Line Limited, based in Norfolk, Va. He
said many seafaring nations
must team to battle the problem.

"There's a risk out there

Press in an interview in his
office overlooking Mobile's
harbor.

Johnsen said "vital trade
lanes" must be protected,
but declined to comment on
whether the coast of Somalia
should be avoided completely.
Johnsen said he had not had
time to put any recommendations for dealing with piracy
in writing to any government
or industry group because the
hostage-taking had just ended
Sunday.
"It was a very remarkable
outcome," he said. "I can't tell
you how pleased we are."
Johnsen said his firm was
happy for the safe return of
Maersk Alabama Capt. Richard Phillips. Jqhnsen said
he spoke to Phillips' wife on
Sunday.

2 much 2 move?

Cuba."
He also promised to engage

Downtown
Storage

in direct diplomacy with Cuba,
"without preconditions" but
with "careful preparation" and
"a clear agenda."
Some lawmakers, backed by
business and farm groups seeing new opportunities in Cuba,
are advocating wider revisions
in the trade and travel bans imposed after Castro came to power in Havana.
But the official said that
Obama is keeping the decadesold U.S. trade embargo, arguing that that policy provides
leverage to pressure the regime
to free all political prisoners as
one step toward normalized re-
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Bankuptcies surge despite
laws meant to curb them

MIKE BAKER
Associated Press Writer
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP)

—

The num-

ber of U.S. businesses and individuals declaring bankruptcy is
rising with a vengeance amid
the recession, despite a threeyear-old federal law that,made
it much tougher for Americans
to escape their debts, an Associated Press analysis found.
"There's no end in sight,"
said bankruptcy lawyer Bryan
Elliott ofHickory, N.C, who is
working seven days a week and
scheduling prospective clients a
month in advance. "To be doing
this well and having this much
business, it is depressing. It's
not a laugh-a-minute job."

who researches bankruptcy.
The bankruptcy rate is
climbing as well. In the past

12 months, about four people

or businesses for every 1,000
people in the country filed for

bankruptcy, according to the AP
analysis. That is twice the rate
in, 2006, and close to the average ofabout five for, every 1,000
in the decade leading up to the
change in the law.

Office of the Registrar
Attention Graduating Seniors!
North Carolina A&T State University Spring Commencement
Greensboro Coliseum
:tp:

Nearly 1.2 million debtors

filed for bankruptcy in the past
12 months, according to federal court records collected and
analyzed by the AP. Last month,
130,831 sought bankruptcy
protection — an increase of 46
percent over March 2008 and 81
percent over the same month in
2007.
Bob Lawless, a professor at

the University of Illinois College of Law, said bankruptcies
could reach 1.5 million this year
and level off at 1.6 million next
year — around the same time
economists expect ah economic
recovery to begin.
Congress voted in 2005 to
make bankruptcy more cumbersome after years of intense lobbying from the nation's lenders,
who complained that people
were abusing the system. Before the move to change the law,
bankruptcies were running at
what was then an all-time high
ofabout 1.6 million per year.
The tighter requirements initially appeared to work, with
bankruptcies plummeting from
a record-shattering 2 million
cases in 2005 — a total that
reflected a rush to file before
the new law took effect — to
600,000 in 2006. But now bankruptcies are booming again.

"You wouldn't get this large
of a rise without serious problems in the economy," said Lynn
LoPucki, a UCLA law professor
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Obama avoids bodies in Iraq, ends up with pirate booty

that Napoleon looked for in his at 30 meters from the fantail of
commanders: He is lucky.
a destroyer to a bobbing lifeboat
theirhelicopters crashed. Ronald
Lucky in that hisfirst military in choppy seas and took down
Reagan sent peacekeepers to crisis involved a handful of the pirates.
Lebanon, and 241 ofthem died ragtag pirates who (a) stupidly
Lucky, even, in that it all
when their barracks were blown attacked a rare Americanoccurred on the slow Easter
up. Bill Clinton sent the Army flagged vessel; (b) abandoned weekend news cycle, and that
Rangers to hunt down Somalia ship for a lifeboat, which lifeboat the merchant captain who
warlords, and the result was (c) ran out of gas causing them was rescued, Richard Phillips
"Black Hawk Down." George to (d) allow the USS Bainbridge of the Maersk Alabama, is a
W. Bush invaded Iraq, and we're to tie a line to them, which line handsome, bearded sea dog who
still there.
was (e) shortened to a sniperhad remarkable courage of his
Barack Obama, on the friendly 30 meters.
own. The line for book and TV
other hand, sent the Navy to
Lucky in that one of the deals starts here.
the Somali coast to rescue a pirates put a gun at the hostage's
Now, alas, comes the hard
hero from pirates and came out back and triggered the rules of part. There are an estimated
smelling like a rose. As we've engagement for use of deadly 1,000 Somali pirates working
noted before, for all his other force. Lucky that three crack the coasts offthat tragic, lawless
gifts, President Obama also SEAL snipers simultaneously nation, splitting their booty (an
appears to have thatfirst quality executed three remarkable shots estimated $125 million last year
Jimmy Carter sent the Delta
Force to rescue hostages, and

Campus East apartments a 'huge' mistake
TASHIEKA TRUITT
Contributor

According to the original
East
developer,
Campus
Apartments were built to help
college students rent affordable
off campus housing. $410 a
month included rent, utilities,
and furniture.
If you were a student,
Campus East Apartments was
the greatest look ever.

one priority at all off campus

housing facilities.

Students let's take a stand!
We deserve to get the services
we paid for and to be treated

never found an answer because
no one ever ireturned! It is a
MUST that we get Campus
East back in the right hands.

The previous management
with dignity. It is asked that NO team
built
personal
student agree to spend a dime relationships with the students
at Campus Eastono leasing and were compassionate,
agreements and no phone calls understanding, and willing to
to inquire.
assist during troubled times.
We need to drive this team out
There was also a program
because there is absolutely no being put in place for A&T
effort being put students to be involved
Now, Campus East is under into force by new management personally and professionally
new management, and while to secure the property.
with Campus East, said
Poor communication, and Theodore Stevens, original
prices are steadily rising, service
is steadily on the decline. Poor unnecessary fees are being developer ofCampus East.
As a college community, it
communication is a consistent implemented and rent there
has been increased for new is past time for students to take
issue with the rental office.
After interviewing a current and returning students. The a stance against off-campus
resident she stated, They are not current college students that are housing complexes.
Every year the student
quick to respond to request, and leasing are fed up with the new
it takes days to get maintenance managers.
apartment complexes raise
I, personally, have tried prices benefiting from the
updates even if scheduled for
same day.
to contact the apartmentis need of college students. The
Another resident added, management numerous times African-American developer
I honestly donft feel safe in to address the issues and clear worked hard to give back to
my own apartment, this is the air for the current residents. the community where college
ridiculous! Communication was I have made phone calls back to students reside.
a
few
key and safety was a #1 priority back only to hear an answering
Unfortunately,
in the past. I am sure you can service. You may ask if I months ago the proper owners
relate to wanting to feel heard attempted to go to the leasing transferred the property over
to a new management team.
and safe in your ownresidence. office.
Did I attempt to go to the Bottom line: renting through
After losing aggie Dennis
Hayle just months ago to a leasing office, you may ask? Campus East right now is a
senseless act of violence, Yes, I did only to see a Will mistake; they specialize in
security should be a number Return sign Oreturn when? I taking advantage ofresidents.

alone) with various warlords
and corrupt officials. They're
still holding a dozen ships and
200 hostages for ransom.
Piracy also is a large and

continuing problem inAustralian
and Indonesian waters, but in
Somalia it is truly a growth
industry.
Maybe the only growth
industry. Everyone agrees
something should be done about
it. Nobody agrees on what
should be done or who should
do it.
It's not really an American
problem most of the time. The
pirates who commandeered the
Maersk Alabama lastWednesday
were very stupid. More than

40,000 merchant ships sail the
world's oceans. Fewer than
100 are American-registered
or "flagged." Most ships fry
"flags of convenience," paying
taxes and fees in countries like
Panama or Liberia, where laws

They are loath to arm their

crews or put deck guns aboard

their vessels. To many ofthem,
piracy is like bunker fuel: part of
the cost ofdoing business. Until
they're required to get serious,
the problem will continue.
are lax
This is one of those vexing
The sea is so vast and international problems that
the international community
regulations are so chaotic nonexistent in some areas
that is so poor at solving," but that's
piracy is a low-risk proposition. where the job lies. Piracy is yet
Cargo may be worth tens of another form of international
millions ofdollars.
terrorism, requiring a coalition
Shipping companies some of the willing. So far, most of
of which are owned by different the willing are missing on the
kinds of pirates '_ are more high seas.
than willing to pay a couple of
million to ransom their crews This story previously ran in the
and cargo.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

__

_

Let's put a stop to public smoking
ANNDREA ROUSE
Contributor

legal anywhere to smoke outside
inpublic places.
In about 14 states they have

Have you ever been walking decided to cut nonsmokers a
on campus minding your own little slack. These states have
business and suddenly, out of passed what are considered
Smoke-Free
nowhere, you get a big whiff Comprehensive
of cancerous smoke in your Workplace laws, which include
restaurants and bars. It is a
face?
This is certainly not a good far cry from being absolutely
feeling, but due to people's smoke-free but hey, it's a good
rights, there is not much one start.
I believe everyone can relate
can do besides dodge the
smoke or cover up their face. to being in a club or bar having
What about the rights of the the time of their life until they
nonsmoker? Why are they nearly choke to death from
someone's cigarette smoke.
forced to grin and bear it?
The line has to be drawn Yuck! No offence to the smokers,
somewhere and the solution is but I'm sure every nonsmoker is
simple: end public smoking. extremely tired of smelling like
Personally I think that if smoke when they never actually
people want to shorten their smoked anything.
That nasty scent seems to
lives and smell like ashtrays,
they should do it in their own linger forever when the smell
homes, not in public places gets into your clothes and hair,
and that's only aminute concern.
where it could affect others.
Shouldn't we consider There are many health risks
the innocent babies who associated with smoking and I
can't escape the wrath of think a person should definitely
second-hand smoke? What be in control of whether they
about people with asthma or want to inflict lung cancer on
emphysema who can barely themselves or not.
"Separate smoking sections
breathe, should they be forced
to endure someone's lingering don't cut it. Only smoke-free
smoke? I guess the answer buildings and public places
is yes, because it is perfectly truly protect nonsmokers from

the hazards of breathing in
other people's tobacco smoke,"
says a surgeon general's report
released June 27, 2006.
Surgeon General Richard
Carmona said, "Exposure to
secondhand smoke remains an
alarming public health hazard;
nonsmokers need protection
through the restriction of
smoking in public places and
workplaces."

Since
14 states have
implemented this law against
smoking in workplaces and
bars, obviously they recognize
the risk, so why not end public
smoking altogether?
I know it's a little drastic
to implement laws confining
smokers to their homes, but
maybe they should make
smoking laws more strict. For
instance the law should restrict
smoking outside of public
places but not someone standing
in front of their home.
People should have a choice
in this matter; public smoking
takes away the rights of
nonsmokers.
are
They

made
into
involuntary smokers, exposed
to lung cancer whether they like
it or not, and that is simply not
fair.

Sisters, let's change our standards to make ourselves happy first
Why are some beautiful,

and single women are
so bitter? It seems that women
are always crying over finding
a man, or not feeling complete
without one. What is the
smart

urgency?
I was in class the other day
and the professor asked everyone
what their five -year plans were.

Some talked about their goals to
succeed. Entrepreneurs talked
about their future business
plans.
One young lady in the class
was a junior who was unsure

of her future
Then, there are some women so grown with tons of life
and had given who blame men for their experience, but, in the end,
no
thought relationship issues. They are we really don't know all the
to
what the ones who sit in circles and answers
she
wanted spend hours talking about how,
It is amazing to me because
her
major "Men ain't no good!" or "The we as young, sexy and smart
concentration only thing men want nowadays women have so much to offer
to be.
is sex!"
to this world, yet some would
However,
I am not going to lie. Some rather offer it to a man.
EVA
she made it men do fit that category, but
Perhaps everyone just wants
clear that in why do they have to be blamed to be loved. But what is the
PITTS
the next five for everything? We all should necessity for finding a man?
years, she saw herself married just take responsibility for our Why not let men need us for
once?
with children. It was as if her own actions.
whole purpose in school was
We walk around campus
Why do some women write
simply to find a husband.
playing dress-up like we are crazy statuses on Facebook

about how a man hurt them
so badly? Why do others feel

the need to explain all of their
emotional baggage
within
minutes ofmeeting a man?
Look how far we have
come! We have been given so
much opportunity to explore
our options just by attending
college. We do not have to live
in that old society where we get
married before 30.
What about our minds?
Instead Of wanting love from a
man so desperately, let us love
ourselves.

I dare all women who feel
insecure to look at themselves
in the mirror. Realize that we
are women of good health who
are able to accomplish anything
with and without a mate.
Single or not, the necessity
for a relationship is not that
serious. We can do anything and
everything we want!
Find a hobby, join an
organization or participate in
some community service. Let
us show the rest of the world,
and ourselves, that we can make
ourselves happy!

Evan Summerville 4/14/09

Didn't it seem See the whole campus Just
crossed the other week. I mean dang, who
isn't part of a fratenrity now.

Not to mention ail the peiks.that come from
>ledgbg. Yoti know it scores yon major points
sfith the lades. It's Bee being a pro athlete, but

d aiid now

withoutthe steriods.

1*
ah I know. It kinda got me
thinking about pledging. I mean
idea of a brotherhood, and
the unity and pride they
play. Itreafy got my attention

emberLenny?
e me biggest
ur dorm. But,

Realty?! I mean I always
knew the ladies loved the
"Frat boys", but I figuered
yon stffi needed some degree
ofcool, you know what I
mean.

So ladies, how'd you like to come back to my
place and watch me play World ofWarcraft,

what
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RUNDOWN
BASEBALL
TEAM

MEAC

Bethune-Cookman

Delaware State

8-1
7-2

MD-Eastern Shore

8-4

Norfolk State
Florida A&M

3-5

North CarolinaA&T

4-7

Coppin State

0-9

OVR

18-17
15-13-1
10-26
9-16
12-17
8-24
0-20

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Wednesday
@USC Upstate
Spartanburg, S. C.

6 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday
vs. Savannah State
War Memorial Stadium
Saturday: 1 p.m. (Doubleheader)
Sunday: 1 p.m.
Tuesday
@ Appalachian State
Boone, N. C.

6 p.m.

SOFTBALL
NORTHERN DIVISION

TEAM

MEAC

OVR

3-2
4-3
1-4

11-4
19-13
13- 11
14-10
15-21

Morgan

State
Delaware State
Hampton
MD-Eastern Shore
Howard
Coppin State

7-16

SOUTHERN DIVISION

TEAM
Florida A&M

MEAC

Bethune-Cookman
North Carolina A&T
Norfolk State
South Carolina State

3-3
0-6

OVR

19-25
11-24
18-15
14-20
3-18

THIS WEEK'S GAMES
Thursday
©Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, Va.

2 p.m.

Tuesday
©West Carolina
Cullowhee, N.C.

2 p.m.

& NOTES
SOFTBALL The Lady Aggies Softball team
suffered a 2-10,1-3,5-6(8) tripleheader
sweep this past weekend against Florida
A&M in Tallahassee Florida.

Aggies hot hitting
steals home win
DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor

|

SPORTS
—

Mark "the Bird"
Fidrych, the fun-loving pitcher
who baffled hitters for one AllStar season and entertained
fans with his antics, was found
dead Monday in an apparent
accident at his farm. He was 54.
Worcester County district attorney Joseph D. Early Jr.
said a family friend found
Fidrych about 2:30 p.m. Monday beneath a dump truck in
Northborough, Mass., about
35 miles west of Boston. He
appeared to have been working on the truck, Early said.

BOSTON (AP)

by going
5-for-6
with five
R B I s ,

The Aggie baseball team
home
put together a hitting frenzy
and
run
that stopped a series sweep
two
runs
against the University of
scored.
Shore
Maryland-Eastern
LeadSunday afternoon jn their
George Hines
off hitter
14-4 victory.
George
Although this was not
Hines had
new for A&T, they finally
got their pitching to match three hits and scored four
their efficient batting for the times.
Jaron Neal added four hits
game
Led by freshman Xavier and two RBIs, and C.J. BeMacklin, the blue and gold atty hit a home run, had three
assumed a four-run lead in RBIs and scored four times.
the bottom ofthe fifth inning
The Aggies were down by
after scoring on multiple five runs in the bottom of
runs by Marquis Riley and
the sixth inning before Beatty was able to connect on
George Hines.
The Hawks cut the lead 7-4 a three-run homer to cut the
in the top ofthe seventh, but lead to two.
the Aggies effective offense
But
Maryland-Eastern
kept them from cutting the Shore was able to put together a four run rally at the top
deficit any closer.
Macklin hit a two-run RBI ofthe ninth that A&T could
double to send the lead to not conquer.
Hines led the Aggies at the
9-4. Eventually, the Hawks
were put away for good after plate in the second game goa five run eighth inning for ing 2-3.
A&T opened the game with
the Aggies.
Macklin finished the series the lead but did not score
again compiling on six hits.
with the highest batting averThe Hawks scored five runs
age while finishing .642.
In Saturday's doubleheader, to give them the win, while
his 6-9 hitting at the plate Josh Dunham led the team
was not enough to suffice going 2-3 with one run.
The Aggies will return back
the blue and gold as they suffered 15-13 and 5-1 losses in to home action this Saturday
against Savannah State in a
games one and two respectively.
two-day doubleheader at 1
The lead was not enough p m.
for A&T to overcome, as the
They will travel on a South
Hawks smacked them for a Carolina road trip Tuesday
relentless 18 base hits in the and Wednesday at Winthrop
and USC Upstate respecfirst victory.
A&Treceived a substantial tively.
Gametime is at approxiamount oftheir offense from
mately 6 p.m. for both
the top ofthe lineup.
Macklin led the Aggies games.

ednesday, April 15,2009

— Isiah Thomas is
back in the coaching business.
The former New York Knicks
president and coach Isiah
Thomas washired as Florida International's basketball coach
Tuesday, a move that gives the
Hall of Fame player another
chance to revive his career.
Financial terms of his fiveyear contract weren't immediately released. A news conference to introduce Thomas
was planned for Wednesday.
Thomas helped the Detroit
Pistons win two NBA championships as a point guard, then
coached the Indiana Pacers
before taking over in New York,
where an array of problems
marred his tenure. He has never coached at the college level
MIAMI (AP)

PHOTO BY LER0Y M1KELL • THE A&T REGISTER

RETURNED: The Lady Aggies tennis team suffered back-to-back losses this past weekend. On
Fridaythey were defeated 4-0 to theEast CarolinaPirates, followed by a 7-0 loss to theRattlers of
Florida A&M Sunday afternoon.

Track standouts qualify
for Eastern Regionals
your runners thinking about
those things as they're competing. We ran relaxed to-

DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor

In North Carolina A&T's
second home track meet of
the season, the Aggies advanced four players into the
Eastern Regional Finals Saturday at the Murray Invitational at Irwin Belk track.

Senior sprinters Alexandria Spruiel, Loreal Smith,
Ron Buchanan, and junior
jumper Calesio Newman all
advanced after placing first
in their respective events.
On the men's side, Newman's 21.08 time in the 200
meter and 10.28 in the 100
meter qualified him for the
second consecutive time.
Buchanan joined him after
finishing his triple-jump in
49 feet, 8-1/2 inches.
"We have really focused
on mechanics," said assistant coach James Daniels.
I'm glad we competed today
without thinking. Sometimes
when you're working on new
things in practice, you'll see

day."
Smith contributed in her
first outdoor meeting of the
season breaking the school
record in the 100 meter hurdles with a time of 13.55.
Spruiel also finished first
in her 400 meter race with a
regional qualifying time of
52.98.

Brittany Dixson continued
to shine following her remarkable performance last
week,

She jumped 19-feet, 3A
inches in long jump and
39-feet, 3-1-4 inches in the
triple.
The Aggies had nine first
place finishes in total.
"I felt we looked very good
today even though we have
room for improvement,"
said Daniels.
They will be back at Irwin

Belk Saturday when they
host the International Friendship and Freedom Games.

—

A new book
will offer an up-close-andpersonal take on David Beckham's American adventure.
Grant Wahl's "The Beckham
Experiment," due out in July
from Crown Publishing Group,
draws upon interviews with
Beckham, and teammates and
officials at the L.A. Galaxy.The
British soccer superstar signed
a five-year contract reportedly
worth $250 million in 2007.
Wahlisa senior writerat Sports
Illustrated. His book will look
at Beckham's relationship
with his Galaxy teammates,
his marriage to Victoria
Beckham and his friendwith Tom
Cruise.
ship
NEW YORK (AP)
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www. securcare.com
3730 W Wendover Ave
Greensboro, NC 27407

336-855-0428

TMCF IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY.
ARE YOU PREPARED?

Please bring in this ad to take advantage of our offer.

THURGOOD
MARSHALL

Go to www.thurgoodmarshallfund.org
and begin leadership training today!
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MOVIE EXAM

REGISTER EXCLUSIVE

You've seen 17 Again/
Vin Diesel talks about
again and again
new film'Fast and Furious'
CHRISTY LEMIRE
Associated Press

—

LOS ANGELES (AP)
"17 Again"
is one of those movies that requires you to suspend all disbelief and assume that someone
who looks like Zac Effon could,
in 20 years, turn into someone
who looks like Matthew Perry.
(Those must have been some
rough years — either that or
Rob Lowe wasn't available.)
Can't do it, you say? Well,
that detail is just about as implausible as the film's premise
itself: Mike O'Donnell (Perry),
a miserable father oftwo on the
brink of divorce, gets a chance
to relive his high school days
and improve his future by becoming 17 in the present day, all
thanks to the magical powers of
a mystical janitor(Brian Doyle-

Murray).

It's always some odd figure
on the fringe who brings about
this kind of fantastic transformation, isn'tit? This guy literally says to Mike: "I bet you wish
you had it to do all over again."
Well yes, there are a lot of
elements in "17 Again" that feel
awfully familiar. Director BunSteers, a long way from his
darkly comic, coming-of-age
debut "Igby Goes Down," takes
you places you've been before — many times — in more
charming movies like "Big,"
"13 Going on 30," "Freaky
Friday," "Never Been Kissed"
and even "Back to the Future."
The idea of going back to high
school is so overdone, there was
even an entire episode of "Family Guy" that parodied it. (Jason
Filardi is credited with writing

"17 Again.")

But rather than changing his

decision to abandon his dreams
ofbasketball stardom and marry

the girlfriend he knocked up,
Mike realizes his true purpose is
to reconnect with his wife, Scarlet (played as an adult by Leslie
Mann), and teenage kids Maggie
and Alex (Michelle Trachtenberg and Sterling Knight). The
result is facile and feel-good,
not engaging or insightful.
Effon maintains the dreamy
presence that made the tweens
scream in the "High School Musical" series — those eyes! those
cheekbones! — which is on full
display when Mike-as-adult-askid gets a makeover from the
K-Fed get-up he initially dons
in a feeble attempt at fitting in.
He steps out of a Porsche, purchased by his nerdy childhood
best friend Ned (Thomas Lennon of "Reno 911!") who grew
up to make it big as a computer
geek, and with his aviator sunglasses and devil-may-care shag
haircut, he looks like well, he
looks like Zac Effon.
At least Steers knows how to
capitalize on his star's strongest
attributes.
Effon also enjoys a couple of
amusing scenes here as a grownup delivering uptight diatribes
in a boy's body, and he connects with Mann in a way that
surprisingly isn't all that creepy.
But he still seems too pretty and
lightweight to be a persuasive
leading man capable of carrying a film. It'll happen, though.
There's time.
It certainly doesn't help his
cause that he's been given sucha
cliched depiction ofhigh school
life in which to function.
The jocks (the leader of
whom is conveniently dating
Mike's daughter), the nerds, the
awkward cafeteria moments and
an out-of-control house party —
they're all there, with nothing
new to give them fresh life.

...

Scene Editor

Vin Diesel returned as
Dominic "Dom" Toretto in
Fast & Furious, which opened
in theaters on April 3 and has
grossed $130.6 million in the
United States so far.
Diesel, who did not appear
in the last two movies ofThe
Fast & The Furious franchise,
also served as one of the movie's producers. He discussed
his directorial role in a teleconference interview.
Q: What was your experience as a producer on this

film?
A:

It was incredible, and
Universal (Studios) was so
generous to let us shoot in the
Dominican Republic. There
is a film school there and we
were able to use students as
crewfor the film. It allowed me
to shake the direction of movie
and be more accountable and
invested. It made me raise the
bar and do what I can to make
others shine.
Q: Did you have any prior
production experience?
A: Actually, I started as an
independent film director and
have been fortunate with success as an actor. I use directing
to be available to other stars
and make sure they can be
helped.
Q: Was this movie better
than the others?
A: It was not the best for
me, but I did appreciate being
able to continue the first movie's story with integrity. None
ofthe scripts from the past two

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

KANYE WEST was set to be arraigned on misdemeanor charges but that has been delayed until May.

West's arraignment
delayed until May
—

addressed any character's story
from the first. That is why this
one is called Fast & Furious; it
goes beyond numbered sequels
and continues the storyline. It
is all a part of the same story
and a true continuation.
Q: How do you feel about
thefilms 'success?
A: The $6 billion worldwide was not expected at first.
It just happened and it was a
surprise to me. We just wanted
the films to be an escape for
viewers for two hours. Making
million of dollars was not the
objective at first.

Q: What was best part of
A: The character (Dom

coming back tofranchise?

Toretto); I wanted the audience to anticipate where he is
going and how he matures and
changes in the five years that
he was away from the movie.
I mad sure that the storyline
was kept consistent. It factors
in those years in the portrayal.
I also enjoyed working with
the original cast. Having whole
cast and restoring relationships
from the first movie was mandatory.

Jump Smokers'anti-Chris Brown
anthem sparks controversy
LAUREN R. HARRISON
Chicago Tribune

Kanye
West's arraignment on misdemeanor charges has been delayed until May.
Lawyers for the rapper and
his road manager were granted
a delay to enter pleas until May
20 during a briefhearing Monday afternoon.
West, who is not required to
attend, was scheduled to be arraigned on three misdemeanor
charges filed as result of a scuffle with a paparazzo at Los Angeles International Airport on

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

VIN DIESEL stars as Dominic Toretto in the film series'TheFast and Furious'which is #1 in the U.S.

CONTROVERSY SELLS

CELEBRITY COURT

LOS ANGELES (AP)

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

LAP0RSHAL0WRY

Sept. 11

Video shot by celebrity gossip Web site TMZ showed West
breaking a photographer's flash.
His manager is accused ofbreaking the paparazzo's camera and
TMZ's video camera.
West's attorney, Blair Berk,
told a court commissioner that
Monday was the first time she
had been allowed to review the
police report and she is waiting
for prosecutors to turn over any
additional evidence they have.

— A.P.

CHICAGO —A Chicago-based
pop grouphas scored a hit with
a song about Chris Brown but
not everyone is a fan ofthe anthem, with a chorus that says
the singer, who is accused of
assault, "should get his (bleep)
kicked."
A band member for the
Jump Smokers, who performs
under the name C.W. Griz,
said that he wrote and recorded "My Flow So Tight (AntiBreezy)," in response to "politically correct" comments about
Brown's alleged beating ofhis
girlfriend, pop star Rihanna, in
February.
"I was so sick ofcelebrities
saying we wish them both the
best," Griz said. "Once I saw
those pictures, it was over.
I was like, 'are you kidding
me?'... Chris Brown did this
and he needs to pay the price."
Brown pleaded not guilty
April 6 to felony assault and

criminal threat charges
Two weeks ago, a disc jockey for WBBM-FM heard the
song in a club and played it on
his show. It quickly went viral.
As of Friday, the song had
been played more than 175,000
times on MySpace, was listed
as the 71st most-popular pop
song on iTunes and debuted
this week at No. 94 on the Pop
100 Billboard Charts, according to Billboard.biz news editor Chris M. Walsh.
The band originally planned
to donate some ofthe proceeds
of iTunes sales to three women's organizations but at least
one group, the YWCA of Evanston/Northshore, objected.
"I think it's important that
we as a society do not tolerate
domestic violence or intimate
partner abuse, and for young
men to speak out about it is
very important," said Executive Director Karen Singer.
"However, I do not condone
the lyrics ofthe song or support
the lyrics because they seem to

be calling for violence against
abusers."
The Women's Treatment
Center, a Chicago non-profit
that offers drug abuse treatment
for women and their children,
declined to comment but their
name had also been removed
Friday from the list of beneficiaries on the band's Web site.
The third organization, Peterbourgh/Northumberland
Victim Services & Support
Link in Ontario, which provides support and safety planning for victims of violent
crimes, didn't know it had
been listed there but Executive
Director Madge Ferguson said,
"we actually had contacted
them to say that the song was
amazing."
The song talks about
Brown's "career suicide," but
it's certainly jump-started the
Jump Smokers' future.
The band, according to Griz,
is now in talks with several re-

STATE OF PLAY stars
Oscar winner Russel Crow,
Rachel McAdams and Ben
Affleck in theaters Friday. This
movie details the story of D.C.
reporter (Crowe) Cal McAffrey along with his partner
Delia (McAdams), whose
street smarts lead him to a
mystery murder case involving
political and coporate figures.
-A.T.

THE READER stars Kate
Winslet, Ralph Fiennes, David
Kross, Bruno Ganz and Matthias Habich in a haunting
period of romance tracing
the complicated love affair
betweed a German teen and
a mysterious woman twice his
age is now out on DVD. This
film is based on author Bernhard Schlink's best-selling
novel.
-A.T.

THEWIZ based off ofthe
tale we all know and love
"The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz" by William F. Brown
Music and Lyrics by Charlie
Smalls, "The Wiz"addsa
little African American Soul
to the musical presented by
our very own theater department opening Thursday at
Paul Robeson Theater. Tickets
are $15.

- A.T.

cord labels.

BE SCENE

Want the chance to write movie reviews, 20 questions,
celebrity gossip and more? Become a part of theSCENE!
Contributor's Meetings every Wednesday
at 5:30 p.m. on GCB 328A

1. What's up with designer wife beaters? 2. Why is Kanye on trial for a misdemeanor? 3. If you're going to be the best

rapper do you still need to be a felon? 4. How many real hustlers do you know at A&T? 5. Have you ever seen anyone trying
to dance while working out in the gym? t>. Is Pizza Bar the new Wing Night? 7. Do you wear your club clothes to Pizza
Bar Night too? 8. Who is really looking for a date in the cafe? 9. Why do they have so many TVs in the Fitness Center?
10. Does anyone really watch them while exercising? 11. Do you really know where your tuition money is going? 12. Where
does a grown man find white pants? 13. Does anyone really know what's going on with AggieFest? 14. How many people
really care? 15. Doesn't someone get booed off the stage at every comedy show? 16. Does anyone remember when Michael
Jackson played the scare crow in The Wiz? 17. How many people are still afraid of MJ? 18. How many high schools can the
cafe hold?19. How cute is it to see high schoolers trying to hit on college seniors? 20. Can you say "jailbait"?

DELFAYO MARSALIS comes
through Harrison Auditorium onThursday at 7 p.m.
teaming with the University
Jazz Orchestra for a special
concert. Sponsored by A&T's
Music Program, the orchestra
will be under the direction of
Mondre M offett. Tickets are
free for A&T students, $5 for
non-A&T students and $10 for
general admission.

- M.M

